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Abstract: In a variety of applications relying on geospatial data, getting insights into heterogeneous
geodata sources is crucial for decision making, but often challenging. The reason is that it typically
requires combining information coming from different sources via data integration techniques,
and then making sense out of the combined data via sophisticated analysis methods. To address
this challenge we rely on two well-established research areas: data integration and geovisual
analytics, and propose to adopt an ontology-based approach to decouple the challenges of data
access and analytics. Our framework consists of two modules centered around an ontology: (1) an
ontology-based data integration (OBDI) module, in which mappings specify the relationship between
the underlying data and a domain ontology; (2) a geovisual analytics (GeoVA) module, designed
for the exploration of the integrated data, by explicitly making use of standard ontologies. In this
framework, ontologies play a central role by providing a coherent view over the heterogeneous data,
and by acting as a mediator for visual analysis tasks. We test our framework in a scenario for the
investigation of the spatiotemporal patterns of meteorological and traffic data from several open data
sources. Initial studies show that our approach is feasible for the exploration and understanding of
heterogeneous geospatial data.
Keywords: geovisual analytics; geodata integration; ontology-based data integration; Semantic
Web technologies

1. Introduction
In a variety of applications relying on geospatial data, getting insights into heterogeneous geodata
sources for decision making is crucial and has attracted a lot of attention. Visual analytics is a booming
and promising research field dedicated to interactive graphic exploration of large and complex data
facilitated by automated computational methods [1,2]. It has been noticed that effective visual analysis
requires large and complex data organized in a coherent way and with clear semantics. In particular,
the visual analytics research community has identified two major challenges in data management for
visual analytics, namely data integration and semantics management [2]. More specifically, they argued
that “logic based systems, balancing expressive systems power and computational cost represent state
of the art solutions. Visual analytics can greatly benefit from such an approach [. . . ]” and “associated
with data integration activities, is the need for managing all the data semantics in a centralised way,
for example, by adding a virtual logic layer on top of the data itself”.
The problem becomes more prominent in the big data era. With the pervasive usage of location
positioning and communication technologies, huge amounts of geospatial data are collected on a daily
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basis, for instance, movement trajectories, geo-tagged social media texts, and images. Those data are in
a variety of formats, ranging from structured, over semi-structured, to unstructured, and they represent
a variety of geospatial phenomena. While most existing visual analytical systems are only able to deal
with geospatial big data of particular types, developing visual analytical approaches that can directly
apply visualization methods to data of different formats, representing different kinds of phenomena,
is still challenging. This problem is acknowledged in the geovisual analytics community [3], where
it is stressed that variety is one of the key issues in the research agenda related to visual analytics in
the context of geospatial big data. They recognized “the significant analytical potential that can come
from diverse data representing different perspectives on a problem” and suggested that “while the
integration of geospatial big data is a problem, location can be used as a common denominator, and the
linked data concept is also promising”.
The main research challenge that we address in this paper stems from the fact that it is getting
increasingly difficult for geoscientists to express their analysis tasks. When working with geospatial
phenomena, geoscientists are used to think in terms of the core concepts from the GIS domain,
e.g., position, time, observation, and event [4]. The goal of (visual) analytics is essentially to understand
the relations existing among these concepts. However, in reality, geoscientists have to deal with data
structured and organized in possibly many different ways, so that the correspondence between these
data and the core concepts of interest to the scientists is often unclear. Making this correspondence
explicit requires a huge effort in finding the appropriate data, and in cleaning and preparing it for
analysis. However, these should not be the core tasks of geoscientists. For instance, Equinor (previously
Statoil), the Norwegian oil company, reported that the geologists in the exploration department have
to spend up to 70% of their time in finding and preparing data, instead of carrying out their analysis
itself [5]. The problem above is due to the fact that geoscientists are usually forced to work at a too
low level of abstraction and there is a big semantic gap between the raw data and the terms that are
commonly adopted in their professional domain. For example, in order to aid in the exploration of oil,
oil companies drill wellbores, which are the holes that form the well, and during the drilling they collect
a huge amount of data, which will be managed by the IT department. When the geologists analyze
such data, they have to know that in order to get all the meaningful wellbores, they need to look into
the table WELLBORE and, more importantly, the value of a specific column, namely REF_EXISTENCE_KIND,
has to be ‘actual’, but not any other value [6]. Such knowledge is normally only known to the IT
management team but not to the geologists. We argue that this challenge of the semantic gap is not
merely an engineering problem, it has to do with how geo-concepts and raw data sets are related,
and addressing it in an adequate and general way requires both new methodologies and techniques.
In this work, we attempt to fill the above mentioned research gap by resorting to ontology-based
data integration (OBDI) and applying it to visual analytics. OBDI aims at providing a (virtual) coherent
ontological view of the underlying heterogeneous data, and hence is well suited to be combined
with visual analytics in order to facilitate analysis and decision making. Specifically, we propose
an ontology-based framework (called Ontology-based Geodata Integration for Geovisual Analytics
(GOdIVA)) for data integration and analysis, which consists of two modules centered around an
ontology: (1) an OBDI module, in which mappings specify the relationship between the underlying
data and a domain ontology; (2) a geovisual analytics (GeoVA) module, designed for the exploration
of the integrated data, by explicitly making use of standard ontologies that are defined by standard
organizations, or are de-facto standards used in certain domains.
Compared with classical analytics frameworks, ontologies play a central role in the GOdIVA
framework by decoupling the challenges of data access and analytics: on the one hand, the ontology
layer provides a coherent view over the data in the sources, abstracting away the details of how such
data are structured; on the other hand, it acts as a mediator for analysis tasks and visual exploration
of spatiotemporal patterns. In this paper, we rely for the OBDI module on the common practice of
building the ontology by reusing and extending standard ontologies, e.g., the GeoSPARQL ontology [7]
for spatial features and relations, the Time ontology [8] for temporal entities and relations, and the
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Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [9] for sensors and observations. The adoption of such
standard ontologies also facilitates the reuse of the tools developed for the GeoVA module.
With the GOdIVA framework we attempt to manifest a double value-adding process required
in the era of big data. Ontology-based integration of heterogeneous data sources is internalized as
a fundamental effort towards a universally interoperable and manageable geodata infrastructure,
whereas geovisual analytics supports the externalization of the integrated data back to diverse but
easily comprehensible visual expressions. What is new is neither the approach of ontology-based
integration nor the geovisual analytics, rather a united form of the two.
We developed a prototype of the framework in a web-based visual analytical system relying
on the OBDI system Ontop [10] and carried out an experimentation in a scenario investigating the
spatiotemporal patterns of and the correlation between meteorological data and traffic data in the
area of South Tyrol, Italy. To do so, we used the GeoSPARQL and SSN ontologies to integrate the
time-series and observation data from several open data sets provided by the Open Data Portal of South
Tyrol (http://daten.buergernetz.bz.it/de/) and by the State Institute for Statistics of the Autonomous
Province of Bozen-Bolzano (ASTAT) (http://astat.provinz.bz.it/de/default.asp). Our studies show
that the GOdIVA approach can indeed be adopted for exploring and understanding heterogeneous
geospatial data.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we provide background knowledge
and survey related work. In Section 3, we present our framework in detail. In Section 4, we describe a
case study integrating and analyzing data from several open data sources. In Section 5 we conclude
the paper and discuss further research challenges and opportunities.
2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we provide background knowledge and discuss several research directions relevant
to this work.
2.1. Ontology-Based Geospatial Data Integration
Geospatial data integration is the key technology to achieve the added value from heterogeneous
data sources to the geovisual services [11,12]. Semantic integration has gained considerable attention
in geographic information system (GIS) interoperability with the goal of conquering semantic
heterogeneity [13,14].
At the core of solutions based on Semantic Technologies we typically have an ontology.
In computer science, the term “ontology” denotes a concrete artifact that conceptualizes a domain
of interest and allows one to view the information and data relevant for that domain in a coherent
way shared among all actors interested in that domain. Such ontologies (which we call domain
ontologies) are typically designed and used with a specific purpose in mind, as opposed to having the
objective of capturing general notions about the world. To simplify the sharing and reuse of ontologies,
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) (http://www.w3c.org/) has defined standard languages in
which to express them. We refer here to Resource Description Framework (RDF) [15], providing a
simple mechanism to define the vocabulary used in a specific domain, and Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [16], providing a very rich language in which to encode complex conditions that hold in the
domain of interest. These two standards are important, on the one hand because Open Data becomes
increasingly available as knowledge graphs in RDF [17], and on the other hand because many domain
ontologies expressed in OWL have been standardized. For instance, the Spatial Data on the Web
Interest Group (https://www.w3.org/2017/sdwig/), a joint effort of both W3C and Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC), is working specifically on sharing spatial data on the Web using Semantic Web
technologies. Their activities include standardizing the Time ontology [8] and the Semantic Sensor
Network (SSN) Ontology [9], and maintaining the GeoSPARQL ontology [7].
In the past two decades, the ontology-based approach has been widely used in the GIScience
domain to overcome semantic integration obstacles by an explicit and formalized representation of
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semantics [18–20]. Many researches proposed geo-ontologies to represent domain knowledge and
support geospatial data integration in applications like trajectory mining [21], earthquake emergency
response [22], and oceanographic data discovery [23]. Other examples of such ontologies are developed
to support the tasks of geographic information discovery [24], retrieval [25], and integration [26].
Most of these works integrate the geodata sources by converting original data and materializing them
as RDF, and then storing them in a triple store. This way of proceeding is expensive when datasets are
large or when the data change frequently.
Ontology-based data access (OBDA), also known as Virtual Knowledge Graph in the literature, is
a popular paradigm that enables end users to access data sources through an ontology. The ontology
is semantically linked to the data source by means of a mapping consisting of a set of mapping
assertions [27]. The standard mapping language is R2RML [28]. Thus, the ontology and mapping
together, called an OBDA specification, expose the underlying data source as a virtual RDF graph,
and makes it accessible at query time using SPARQL. The virtual approach avoids the high cost
of materialization.
Ontology-based data integration (OBDI) is an extension of OBDA in which data are not originally
in a single data source, but come from multiple data sources that need to be queried in an integrated
way. OBDI typically requires an additional step of setting up an (integrated) database so that one can
issue SQL queries to multiple data sources at the same time. This can be done by either using a SQL
federation engine, e.g., Denodo (https://www.denodo.com/) or Dremio (https://www.dremio.com/),
to connect to the existing databases, or using a more straightforward “physical integration” approach
to import all the datasources into one database system. After this step, OBDI maintains the same
conceptual architecture as OBDA [29]. OBDI systems implementing this paradigm include Mastro
(http://www.obdasystems.com/it/mastro/) [30], Morph (https://github.com/oeg-upm/morphrdb/) [31], Ontop [10], Stardog (https://www.stardog.com/), and Ultrawrap (https://capsenta.com/
ultrawrap/) [32]. Recently, Ontop has been extended to support GeoSPARQL [33]. Although not using
the R2RML and OWL standards, the LinkedGeoData project [34] is a pioneer work which follows the
principle of OBDI and converts the OpenStreetMap (OSM) data to an RDF graph and interlinks these
data with other open RDF knowledge bases. OBDI has been used in many use cases [35]. In particular,
it has been used for consistency assessment of open geodata [36], and for maritime security [37]. In this
work, we rely on OBDI for geodata integration.
2.2. Geovisual Analytics
Geovisual analytics (GeoVA), derived from visual analytics [1], refers to the science of analytical
reasoning with spatial information as facilitated by interactive visual interfaces [38]. It deals with
problems involving geographical space and various objects, events, phenomena, and processes
populating it [39]. GeoVA approaches are widely applied for the efficient exploration of big geospatial
data, including movement trajectories [40–42], geo-tagged social media data [43,44], and sensor data
streams [45].
Meaningful visual analytics of geodata still faces semantic challenges of heterogeneous
information [3,46,47]. Some efforts have been done towards integrating domain ontology models as a
knowledge representation component to visual analytics systems, e.g., for the management of bridge
safety and maintenance [48], and in the analysis of trajectories [49]. Compared with the approach
proposed in our paper, these works focused on particular use cases and did not carry out systematical
studies on the issue of combining ontologies and visual analytics.
Ontology-based geovisual analytics systems require an interactive graphical user interface to
visualize geo-ontologies and spatial RDF data. Katifori et al. [50] surveyed comprehensive visualization
techniques for representing ontologies. Lutz and Klien [51] presented an approach for ontology-based
retrieval of geographic information, and discussed the interface design. Several systems have been
developed for visualizing RDF and SPARQL queries and results over spatial data. OptiqueVQS [52]
is a visual query system for building SPARQL queries. GeoYASGUI [53] is a front end Javascript
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library for visualizing the results of GeoSPARQL queries on the map. Sextant [54] is a web-based
system for the visualization and exploration of time-evolving linked geospatial data. Spex is a tool
for exploratory querying of SPARQL endpoints in space and time [55]. Brasoveanu et al. [56] studied
visualizing statistical linked knowledge for decision support. Huang and Harrie [57] proposed a
knowledge-based approach to formally represent geovisualisation knowledge regarding cartographic
scale, data portrayal and geometry source. See also the work by Dadzie and Pietriga [58] for a summary
of recent research on visualization of linked data. Most of these researches are assuming that the data
sources to be analyzed are already integrated, but we argue that integration and analysis are closely
related and should be handled together in one framework. Moreover, most of these visualization tools
try to cope with arbitrary ontologies, while we focus on standard ontologies so that we can develop
more dedicated and appropriate visualizations.
2.3. Sensor Data Analysis
With the advances in sensor technologies, sensor (or geosensor) data have been increasingly
collected for monitoring the environment and urban dynamics. For instance, networks of
meteorological sensors are essential to monitor atmospheric processes, and to assess both long-term
climate change and short-term weather events. Vehicle sensing technologies are prevalent in measuring
real-time traffic situations, which can support decision making in public traffic management and
individual travel planning. The integration of vast amounts of heterogeneous sensor data is helpful to
understand the behavior of complex environmental phenomena [59].
Statistical analysis methods are commonly applied to analyze sensor data. In the transportation
domain, many works have investigated the relations between weather conditions and traffic flows,
for instance, on the influence of rainfall on road accidents [60], road safety [61]), and the effect of
weather condition on traffic performance and air pollution [62]. In most cases, relevant heterogeneous
data have to be preprocessed and spatially joined in advance for specific analysis tasks. Then statistical
analysis methods are applied to derive statistical values. However, this spatial join is an ad-hoc
integration of geodata, while a systematic way of doing it is largely missing.
There have been several previous works e.g., [63,64], inspecting the ontology-based approach for
sensor data analytics. In these works data are materialized for ontology and rule-based reasoning,
and thus the approach is not well suited when data are very large or dynamically changing. In contrast,
we employ the virtual integration approach and rely on on-the-fly query translation. Another key
difference is the means for finding patterns from large geodata and inferring high-level knowledge
(e.g., events, correlations, or causalities). Previous approaches rely on a fixed set of predefined rules,
while in our framework the visual interface offers users the flexibility of discovering patterns with the
support of high-level query answering and user interactions guided by intuitive visualizations.
When dealing with sensor data streams in real-time, the classical SPARQL querying is not suitable
as it only works with static RDF graphs. Stream Reasoning [65] is an area studying reasoning in
real-time over continuous data streams. In particular, RDF Stream Processing (RSP) adopts RDF
streams as data model and can express patterns to detect in the streams. As for the query language,
several extensions of SPARQL with a continuous semantics have been proposed [66,67]. The W3C
RDF Stream Processing Community Group (https://www.w3.org/community/rsp) is trying to define
a common language, and identifies RSP-QL [68] as a reference model that unifies the semantics of
the existing RSP approaches. In addition, plain SPARQL is often not expressive enough to model
complex temporal patterns. To overcome this limitation, [69] proposed an expressive rule language
based on Metric Temporal Logic. The current paper focuses only on static data retrieved through
classical SPARQL queries, while the real-time aspect and more expressive temporal queries are left for
future work.
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3. GOdIVA: A Framework Unifying Ontology-based Geodata Integration and Visual Analytics
In this section, we present a comprehensive framework, called Ontology-based Geodata
Integration for Geovisual Analytics (GOdIVA), for integrating and analyzing geospatial
data. The GOdIVA framework consists of two main modules: (1) ontology-based geodata integration
(OBDI) and (2) geovisual analytics (GeoVA).
The framework provides the functionality to allow users to formulate their analysis tasks, in the
GeoVA module, over the ontological representation of the underlying data exposed by the OBDI
module. We depict in Figure 1 the structure of the two modules, where arrows indicate information
flow. We now discuss briefly their main components. The OBDI module provides an ontological
view over the datasets loaded in the data storage component. More concretely, a declarative mapping
specifies how to populate the classes and properties defined in the ontology with the underlying
data. The mapping and ontology together expose the underlying data sources as a unified virtual
knowledge graph, which can be accessed via SPARQL queries. The GeoVA module allows users to
visually interact with the virtual knowledge graph. The analysis tasks can be formulated as SPARQL
queries using the vocabulary from the ontology. Then the query results, together with the ontology
and queries, are presented to users using multiple visualization techniques. Following the iterative
classical visual analysis pipeline [1], based on the visualization results, users can generate and perform
new analysis and explore the data further. In the following subsections, we provide more details of
these two modules.
Analysis

Visualization

{

OBDI
Module

}

Query
Result

Query

GeoVA
Module

Virtual
Knowledge
Graph

Mapping

Ontology

Data Storage
Figure 1. The Ontology-based Geodata Integration for Geovisual Analytics (GOdIVA) framework.

3.1. Ontology-Based Geodata Integration Module
The OBDI module defines high-level concepts that model the domain of interest in terms of
an OWL ontology [16]. The ontology models the underlying semantic concepts of the geospatial
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phenomena and can be used to guide the formulation of appropriate queries for the given purpose
and data. The ontology hides the heterogeneity of the underlying data sources. The ontology-based
data integration process is actually divided into two phases: (1) The physical integration phase is
responsible for integrating raw data items into one geospatial database, and often requires data
cleaning and format conversion. (2) The semantic integration phase provides an ontological view
over the physically integrated geospatial data using the OBDI technology. The relationship between
ontology and data sources is specified by declarative mappings. We pursue the virtual approach to
OBDI, which avoids the materialization of the data in the ontology. Instead, queries formulated over
the ontology vocabulary are answered by being translated on the fly into queries over the original
sources, while performing also ontological reasoning.
The process of designing ontologies and mappings can be regarded as a
documentation/annotation process over the data source. The construction of the ontology
can be based on existing standard ontologies, e.g., GeoSPARQL [7] for features and geometries,
and SSN [9] for sensors and observations. The ontology should reflect the nature of the studied spatial
phenomenon. For instance, since the weather is a continuous spatial phenomenon (or field in the
geosemantics community), we can add a property to associate the discrete observations to their
stations, and also interpolate the observed values to a vector of grid data. This process of mapping
and ontology construction is incremental and iterative: normally, we start with a small fragment of the
data, and create an ontology and map data items into the ontological vocabulary. The initial fragment
can be verified by observing query answers and visualization results. Then we deal with a larger
fragment of the data. In this way, the construction combines both the inductive (bottom-up, data to
ontology) and deductive (top-down, ontology to data) methodology. We remark that thanks to the
virtual nature of our framework, we can avoid to explicitly materialize the data into the ontology,
hence the (re)iteration of ontology/mapping construction step is much more lightweight than the
materialization-based approach.
The OBDI module relies on standard formats in order to achieve interoperability, including
R2RML [28] for mappings, OWL 2 QL [70] and RDFS [71] for ontologies, RDF [15] for the virtual graph,
and SPARQL [72] and GeoSPARQL [7] for queries. Hence, any OBDI engine compatible with these
standards can be used in this architecture. The OBDI setup is then exposed as a standard SPARQL
endpoint, which implies that clients can communicate with the endpoint using the standard HTTP
protocol [73].
3.2. Geovisual Analytics Module
The GeoVA module provides appropriate visual representations of the integrated ontological
view of the underlying data sources, and guides the users to construct the analysis tasks to explore the
data. In particular, the ontology can be used to select which visual analytics methods are suitable for
the data sources [74]. The GeoVA module allows the analysts to concentrate on the relations between
the ontological concepts. For instance, when the SSN ontology is employed, the users are ready to
focus on the core concepts of “Platforms”, “Sensors”, and “Observations”, and a set of visualization
methods relying on SPARQL queries can be developed dedicated for these concepts.
We also note that the decoupling of the OBDI module and the GeoVA module brings great
reusability in designing visualization methods. Since the visualization methods only rely on the
ontological representation, the GOdIVA framework is robust with respect to changes in the data source
layer. Indeed when the ontology is stable, adding new data sources only requires adding more
mappings from the new sources to the established concepts in the OBDI module, but the visualization
methods in the GeoVA module can be reused.
The GeoVA module is designed to visually convey the following information: (1) the concepts
in the ontology, and how they are related to each other, (2) the information needs in the form of
SPARQL queries, and (3) the query results. The graphical interface should be designed to reflect
the characteristics of these types of information [75]. Since an ontology normally contains a large
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number of concepts, which are often connected by complex relations, it is crucial to avoid overloading
users with too much information about the ontology. Rather, the visualization should be designed
centered around the key concepts and common patterns in the ontology [50]. The SPARQL language is
based on graph pattern-matching, and basic graph patterns in SPARQL naturally have a graphical
representation, which can be exploited. The query results normally contain rich information with
spatiotemporal characteristics, which need to be revealed using visualization techniques focusing on
different perspectives [45,74].
An effective geovisual analytics system requires a proper visual interface with a set of visualization
and computation techniques that facilitate analytical reasoning. The visualization techniques are
based on methods of cartographic visualization, information visualization, and other graphic
representations [75]. For instance, heat maps are effective in conveying the spatial distribution of an
ontological concept that captures a continuous phenomenon. These methods help to visualize the
queried geodatasets in multiple ways and allow a synchronized visual exploration. The analytics
functionalities support identifying patterns and deriving high-level knowledge (e.g., events and
complex correlations). Statistical analysis methods can help abstract the queried results with statistical
measures, like min, max values and correlation coefficients over ontological concepts, e.g., temperature
and precipitation. These measures and their graphic representations provide users insights of the
characteristics of the integrated geodata [38,76].
4. Case Study
We evaluate the GOdIVA framework on the use case of sensor data. More specifically, we
integrate meteorological and traffic sensor data and visually analyze their spatiotemporal patterns
and correlations. We store all the datasets in a PostGIS database. For OBDI, we build the ontology
and the mapping using the Protégé ontology editor [77] with the Ontop plugin [10], and setup a
SPARQL endpoint using Ontop. For GeoVA, we have implemented a web-based visualization system
communicating with the SPARQL endpoint. The graphical interface is based on several popular
Javascript libraries, including RDFLib.js (https://github.com/linkeddata/rdflib.js/), Openlayers
(https://openlayers.org/), d3.js (https://d3js.org/), and vis.js (http://visjs.org/). The source code,
including the documentation and data sets, is released on Github (https://github.com/dinglinfang/
suedTirolOpenDataOBDA/).
4.1. Test Area and Data
We use the province of South Tyrol (German: Südtirol; Italian: Alto Adige) in Italy as the test
area. It is an autonomous province in northern Italy with two official languages, German and Italian.
Figure 2 shows the geographic location of South Tyrol.
In this study, we use data from two data sources: (1) the Open Data Portal of South Tyrol (ODP)
(http://daten.buergernetz.bz.it/), and (2) The State Institute for Statistics of the Autonomous Province
of Bozen-Bolzano (ASTAT) (http://astat.provinz.bz.it/). The ODP collects data from local authorities,
companies, and relevant stakeholders. As of 20 April 2018, it has published 458 datasets covering
17 categories on topics like meteorology, culture, health. These data and their metadata are provided
in different formats, e.g., JSON, XML, CSV, and PDF. The portal also features a Geocatalog portal
(http://geokatalog.buergernetz.bz.it/geokatalog/), providing massive geodata on administrative
boundaries, satellite images, and transportation networks. These geodata are available in the formats
of ESRI SHP, AutoCAD, Google KML, or GeoJSON. The ASTAT coordinates the official statistical
activities in the province. It provides an interactive database on its website (http://astat.provinz.
bz.it/de/datenbanken-gemeindedatenblatt.asp), where users can interactively view and download
socioeconomic data. Most data are in XLS or PDF formats.
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Figure 2. The province of South Tyrol.

In this use case, we use meteorological and traffic data available from ODP and ASTAT.
More specifically, from ODP we download data of municipality boundaries, meteo stations, sensors,
and measurements in the last 30 years from 1980 to 2017. From ASTAT we download traffic statistical
data on traffic volume and speed in 2017. These datasets are organized in different structures and
provided in diverse formats. Table 1 shows the details of these datasets. We physically integrate these
data by converting them into relational tables and storing them in PostGIS.
In addition, since meteorological measurements are representatives of a continuous geographic
phenomenon existing through space, in this study we model this phenomenon as a surface with each
location a unique phenomenon value. More specifically, we partition the study area into grid cells and
interpolate the grid surface with the meteorological data. Considering the size of the study area, we set
the grid cell size to 1 km by 1 km, resulting in total 7793 cells inside the study area. Figure 3a shows
the grid partition. We then apply interpolation algorithms to the meteorological measurement data.
The interpolation process can be regarded as an interpolator generating an observation for each cell.
For generating precipitation and temperature surfaces, we apply the widely used Kriging interpolation
method. Figure 3b depicts the interpolated precipitation surface on 4 January 2017.
Table 1. Datasets used in this study.
Dataset

Description

Format

Spatial

municipality

polygons, names (de/it), etc.

.shp

meteo stations

code, name, location, etc.

.json

X
X

meteo sensors

amounted station, sensor type
(e.g., air temperature, precipitation)

.json

meteo
measurements

1981–2017, daily min-,
max-temperature, precipitation

traffic counters

Temporal
-

#Entries

Source

116

ODP

-

84

ODP

-

-

584

ODP

.xls

-

X

388,680

ODP

code, name, location, etc.

.shp

-

75

ODP

traffic volume

daily average traffic volume in 2017

.xls

X
-

X

23,381

ASTAT

traffic speed

daily average traffic speed in 2017

.xls

-

X

23,950

ASTAT
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(a) grid partition (1 km × 1 km)

(b) the precipitation surface on 4 January 2017

Figure 3. The partition of the study area into grid cells and the interpolation result.

4.2. Ontology-Based Data Integration
We show how to construct ontology and mapping so as to use the OBDI module for integrating
the datasets.
4.2.1. Ontology
To model the knowledge of sensor data, we build our ontology on top of two standard ontologies,
namely GeoSPARQL (with prefix geo:) and Semantic Sensor Network (SSN, with prefixes ssn:
and sosa:). The complete list of prefixes used in our ontology is shown in Table 2. Figure 4 depicts
parts of the ontology as shown in the Protégé editor. In this study, the core classes that we are relying
on are geo:Feature, sosa:Platform, sosa:Sensor, sosa:ObservableProperty, and sosa:Observation.
To represent domain-specific entities, we have enriched the ontology as follows:
•
•
•
•

We have created two classes :WeatherStation and :TrafficStation as subclasses of both
sosa:Platform and geo:Feature.
We have created five subclasses of sosa:Sensor, e.g.,:MinTemperatureSensor and :TrafficSpeedSensor.
We have created five instances of the sosa:ObservableProperty class, e.g., <minTemperature> and
<trafficSpeed>.
We have introduced a class :GridCell extending geo:Feature to represent a seamless partition
of a geographic area. Then we create the :Interpolator class as a subclass of ssn:System, whose
instance is hosted on a :GridCell platform and interpolates instances of :Observation.

Table 2. Prefixes in the ontology.
Prefix

url

sf:
geo:
geof:
owl:
rdf:
xml:
xsd:
foaf:
rdfs:
skos:
sosa:
terms:
ssn:
:

http://www.opengis.net/ont/sf#
http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql#
http://www.opengis.net/def/function/geosparql/
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace/
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#
http://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/
http://ex.org/suedtirol#
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Figure 4. A fragment of the ontology.

4.2.2. Mapping
We construct the mapping from the database tables to the ontology vocabulary. A mapping
assertion takes the form
id: target ← source
where id is an identifier, source is an SQL query, and target is a triple template. The target part
contains placeholders like “{column}”, where column is an output column in source. In total we build
23 mapping assertions. In Table 3, the first column lists four example mapping assertions related
to traffic stations, sensors, and observations, written in the Ontop mapping syntax [10], the second
column shows sample data, and the last column shows triples generated by the mapping assertion
over the sample data. For instance, consider the first mapping assertion M_traffic_station_info: since
the answers to its SQL query over the database include (3, ‘Pineta di Laives’, ‘Steinmannwald’),
it can generate the triples in the third column of the table. As the outcome of the integration, these four
groups of triples, generated by the four mapping assertions over the sample data, form one connected
RDF graph, as visualized in Figure 5. This clearly shows that these data sets have been integrated.
In addition to the triples generated explicitly by the mapping, the RDF graph is also enriched
by the ontologial reasoning. For instance, Figure 5 includes the following two triples inferred
by the ontology:
< traffic_station /3 > a sosa : Platform .
< t r a f f i c _ v o l u m e _ s e n s o r /{ station_code }/ dailyTrafficVolume > a sosa : Sensor .

Note that the triples generated by the mapping and ontology do not need to be materialized,
but they are accessible via SPARQL queries using SPARQL-to-SQL rewriting techniques. By avoiding
materializing the triples, adding new sources and modifying the OBDA specification becomes rather
easy. In fact, the development of mapping and ontology is an iterative process: we adjust the mapping
when we have a better understanding of the data. This shows that the virtual approach provides a
large flexibility.
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Table 3. Example mapping assertions (on traffic station, sensor, and observation), and generated Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples.
Mapping Assertion

Sample Data in the Database

Generated RDF Triples

(3 ,
‘ Pineta di Laives ’ ,
‘ Steinmannwald ’)

< traffic_station /3 > a : TrafficStation ;
: hasID ’3 ’ ;
rdfs : label " Pineta di Laives " @it , " Steinmannwald " @de ;
sosa : hosts
< t r a f f i c _ v o l u m e _ s e n s o r /3/ dailyTrafficVolume > ,
< t r a f f i c _ s p e e d _ s e n s o r /3/ dailyTrafficSpeed >.

(3 ,
‘ POINT (680089.9
5146685.9) ’)

< traffic_station /3 > geo : defaultGeometry
< t r a f f i c _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /3 >.
< t r a f f i c _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /3 > a sf : Point ;
geo : asWKT " POINT (680089.9 5146685.9)"^^ geo : wktLiteral .

(3 ,
‘2017 -01 -01 ’)

< t r a f f i c _ v o l u m e _ s e n s o r /3/ dailyTrafficVolume > a
: T r a ff i c Vo l u me S e ns o r ;
sosa : madeObservation
< o bs _t ra ff ic _v ol um e /3/2017 -01 -01 >.

(3 ,
‘2017 -01 -01 ’ ,11771)

< o bs _t ra ff ic _v ol um e /3/2017 -01 -01 > a sosa : Observation .
sosa : observedProperty < dailyTrafficVolume > ;
sosa : hasSimpleResult 11771 ;
sosa : resultTime "2017 -01 -01".

M_ tr af fi c _ s t a t i o n _ i n f o :
< traffic_station /{ trst_inter } > a : TrafficStation ;
: hasID { trst_inter };
rdfs : label { trst_place } @it , { trst_pla00 } @de ;
sosa : hosts
< tr affi c _ v o l u m e _ s e n s o r /{ trst_inter }/ dailyTrafficVolume > ,
< traffic _ s p e e d _ s e n s o r /{ trst_inter }/ dailyTrafficSpeed >.
← SELECT trst_inter , trst_place , trst_pla00
FROM traffic_counters

M_ tr af fi c _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m :
< traffic_station /{ trst_inter } > geo : defaultGeometry
< traffic _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /{ trst_inter } >.
< traffic _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /{ trst_inter } > a sf : Point ;
geo : asWKT { wkt }^^ geo : wktLiteral .
← SELECT trst_inter , ST_AsText ( geom ) AS wkt
FROM traffic_counters

M _s e ns or _ t r a f f i c _ v o l u m e :
< tr affi c _ v o l u m e _ s e n s o r /{ station_code }/ dailyTrafficVolume > a
: Traffic Vo l u me S e ns o r ;
sosa : madeObservation
< obs_tra ff ic _v ol um e /{ station_code }/{ date } >.
← SELECT station_code , date
FROM traffic_volume

M_observation_traffic_volume :
< obs_tra ff ic _v ol um e /{ station_code }/{ date } > a sosa : Observation ;
sosa : observedProperty < dailyTrafficVolume > ;
sosa : hasSimpleResult { daily_volume };
sosa : resultTime { date }.
← SELECT station_code , date , daily_volume
FROM traffic_volume
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Figure 5. Example triples generated by the mapping assertions.

4.2.3. Query
The RDF graph, populated by the ontology and mapping over the database, can be queried with
the SPARQL language using the vocabulary in the ontology. Query answering takes advantage of
the ontological reasoning capabilities. For instance, when querying all the instances of sosa:Sensor,
the system retrieves also all the instances of its subclasses in the ontology, e.g., :PrecipitationSensor
and :TrafficSpeedSensor, using their SQL definitions in the mapping. In this way, the SPARQL
queries are in general more understandable and more compact than their corresponding SQL versions.
This aspect will be evaluated in Section 4.5, where also more example SPARQL queries are provided.
4.3. Geovisual Analytics
As a proof of concept, we have developed a web-based interactive system for the visual
exploration of the observation data. The visualization is intended to show the following information:
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(a) the core concepts of the ontology, (b) the structure of SPARQL queries, (c) the spatial distribution
of the stations, sensors, and meteorological observations, e.g., precipitation and temperature, (d) the
temporal pattern of the observations in a defined time period, and (e) the potential spatiotemporal
correlations among multiple observable properties. The designed visual interface and the set of
visualization and statistical analysis methods are introduced below.
Visual interface. Corresponding to the tasks, we design the visual interface with four basic visual
components, shown in Figure 6. It consists of four linked views:
•

•

•

•

A data access and analysis view (upper left). This view lists the core concepts as information items,
which connects the ontology model and SPARQL. Users can click/check the intended features
to formulate a query to access data. The design of this view is basically according to the core
vocabularies in the ontology, including stations, sensors, and observable properties. A time
window is added to select data in a certain time slot. In addition, we add one functionality
to allow the visual exploration of the correlations between weather and traffic data. At the
moment, the view is hand-crafted, but we plan to automatically generate it in the future according
to the ontology.
A SPARQL query view (bottom left). This view is linked to the data access view. When the query is
formulated and issued to the SPARQL endpoint, it draws a network graph of the SPARQL query,
showing directly the basic graph patterns of the query. It allows an intuitive perception of the
involved concepts and their complicated relations.
A map view (upper right). The map view is linked with the data access view and the statistical view.
It is designed to show the spatial distribution of queried objects, for instance, the locations of all
the meteo-stations, and the precipitation distribution. In addition, users can interactively select a
feature on the map to investigate its characteristics in the linked statistical view.
A statistical result view (bottom right). It is linked to the data access view and the map view, and is
designed to show relevant statistics of the selected feature on the map in the selected time period.
We have designed three tabs, respectively showing the basic information of the selected feature
(e.g., traffic station ID, and the min and max traffic volume at this station), the time series of the
observations, and the correlation coefficients of the weather and traffic at this station.

In Figure 6, the query “traffic stations” on the data access view is executed to get all the traffic
stations. Correspondingly, the formulated SPARQL query graph is visualized on the SPARQL query
view, and the retrieved stations are shown on the map view. After selecting the station with the ID of 3,
the statistics view shows its basic information and the min and max values of the traffic volume and
traffic speed.
Visualization techniques. Multiple visualization techniques are employed in the system to show data
in different perspectives, following cartographical principles [78]:
•

•

•

Network visualization. The visualization consists of nodes and edges and is especially suitable
to visualize the complicated objects and relations involved in SPARQL queries. Figure 6 shows
the query graph after selecting the traffic station with the ID of 3 to retrieve all the relevant
information of this station, in which blue-filled nodes are used to represent IRIs and literals,
and unfilled ones are variables.
Dot maps and Heat maps. Cartographic techniques are effective in conveying spatiotemporal
patterns. We use dot maps to represent the distribution of the sensor and station locations,
and heat maps to show the distribution surfaces of the continuous phenomena, e.g., precipitation
and temperature.
2-D scatter and line plots. They are designed mainly to reveal the temporal patterns of the
observations. The scatter plots can show the individual variable values of each day, while
the line plots show the temporal trend over a time period.
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Interactive correlation coefficient matrix. The matrix view can show the overview of the calculated
coefficient results among multiple variables. It helps the users to find significant correlations.
A bipolar color scheme from blue to red is applied to represent the correlations from negative to
positive values. Furthermore, users can click a cell in the matrix to investigate the scatter plot of
the two selected variables.

Figure 6. The visual interface.

Statistical analysis methods. We implemented several statistical computing operations to abstract
the queried datasets with statistical measures including min values, max values, and correlation
coefficients. Those values together with their graphical representations give users an intuitive view
about the datasets [56].
•

•

Aggregate functions. The aggregate functions mainly calculate the min, max, and average values
of each variable. For example, at each traffic station, users can get a list of the basic statistical
values. These values, like daily traffic volume values, give users an overview of the traffic flow at
the station.
Correlation coefficient analysis. Spatial and temporal correlations of multivariates from
different sources are important for finding interesting patterns and inferring potential events.
As a demonstration, we implemented the Pearson correlation coefficient (For two datasets
X = x1 , . . . , xn and Y = y1 , . . . , yn , the Pearson correlation coefficient is ρ( X, Y ) =
n
x̄ )(yi −ȳ)
√ n ∑i=1 (xi −2 √
.) and visualize the coefficients as a matrix.
n
2
∑i=1 ( xi − x̄ )

∑i=1 (yi −ȳ)

4.4. Analysis
As a demonstration of the system, we select for the analysis two months of data of January and
July 2017. More specifically, we focus on the analysis of three types of observations: precipitation,
traffic volume, and traffic speed. We choose the two traffic stations TS3 and TS10 (respectively with
ID 3 and ID 10) for illustration, where TS3 is located near the capital city Bolzano of South Tyrol,
and TS10 is located in the north of the province and close to the border to Austria. Figure 7 shows the
locations of these two stations. Below we analyze the spatial and temporal patterns of the observations,
and their correlations.
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Figure 7. The locations of traffic stations with TS3 and TS10 being highlighted.

Spatial patterns. The basic information of TS3 and TS10 and their aggregated statistical values are
shown in Figure 8. TS3 and TS10 are located in the regions of “Pineta di Laives” and “Brennero”
respectively, and at two road segments of the national-level street with the code SS.12. We first
examine the traffic volume and speed at these two stations. In January, for the traffic volume, TS3 is
much “busier” than TS10, according to both the average min and max and values. For daily average
traffic speed, the min value at ST3 is higher than that at TS10, while the max speeds at TS3 and TS10
are similar, due to the speed limit. The precipitation distribution varies strongly at different locations
and days. Figure 9 shows precipitation interpolated on the grid cells on the 12 and 17 January 2017,
with precipitation hotspots located in different areas.
Temporal patterns. We use 2-D scatter plots and line plots to show the temporal variations of the
multivariate. Figure 10 shows the values of precipitation, traffic speed, and volume in January and July
2017 at TS3. As expected, the precipitation in July is significantly higher than in January. Moreover
precipitation varies dramatically in both months. For traffic speed and volume, there is an obvious
negative correlation. We also observe a clear weekly pattern that traffic volumes are larger in weekdays
and smaller at weekends, but the speeds exhibit an opposite pattern. In general, the traffic volume is
larger in July than in January, but the traffic speeds are similar in January and July.

(a) TS3

(b) TS10

Figure 8. The basic information of selected traffic stations in January 2017.
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(a) 12 January 2017

(b) 17 January 2017

Figure 9. A heat map showing the distribution of precipitation.

(a) January 2017

(b) July 2017
Figure 10. Diagrams of time series at TS3 for precipitation, traffic speed, and volume.

Correlation of observations. We use a correlation coefficient matrix to show the correlations (ρ)
among multiple variables. Figure 11 shows the correlation coefficient matrices of TS3 and TS10 in
January 2017. From the figures, we can see that in general there is no linear correlation (ρ∼0) between
precipitation and volume at both TS3 (ρ = 0.06) and TS10 (ρ = 0.01), while precipitation has a negative
correlation with traffic speed, and the correlation is more significant at TS10 (ρ = −0.67) than at TS3
(ρ = −0.16). The traffic volume and speed have an obvious negative correlation, and at TS3 it is very
strong (ρ = −0.94).
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Furthermore, users can interactively explore the details of the correlations between two variables
by clicking a specific cell in the matrix. Figure 12 displays the three bivariate plots at TS3 in
January 2017. Figure 12a shows a very clear negative linear correlation between volume and
speed, while Figures 12b,c show no linear correlation, as the points are mostly scattered around
the vertical axis.

(a) TS3

(b) TS10

Figure 11. Correlation coefficient matrices in January 2017.

(a) volume vs. speed

(b) precipitation vs. speed

(c) precipitation vs. volume
Figure 12. Bivariate plots for TS3 in January 2017.

4.5. Preliminary Studies
We have carried out an evaluation of the framework with respect to its appropriateness in
supporting the formulation of sensor data analysis tasks through the visual interface, the formulation
of the SPARQL queries, and in reducing the complexity from SPARQL to SQL. In addition, we have
collected general feedback from various stakeholders.
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4.5.1. Exploring Effectiveness
We measure the effectiveness by verifying whether typical sensor data analysis tasks and queries
can be expressed over the visual interface and the ontologies that we developed. Below, we consider
three tasks that can be done from the graphical user interface. We show the SPARQL queries generated
by the interface and their graphical representations. In addition, we explain the SQL queries. Below we
present three of these tasks, formulating them in natural language, in SPARQL, in the corresponding
graphic representation and in SQL. The tasks and queries are presented in increasing complexity.
Task 1: “Get all the sensors and their locations.” This task can be executed with just one click on
the “Stations” checkbox in the visual interface. The corresponding SPARQL query and its graphical
representation visualized on the interface are:
SELECT * WHERE {
? s a sosa : Sensor .
? s sosa : isHostedBy ? p .
? p geo : defaultGeometry ? g .
? g geo : asWKT ? wkt .
}

This SPARQL query only uses vocabularies from the SOSA and GeoSPARQL ontologies, and is
very easy to understand. As shown in Figure 13, Ontop translates the SPARQL query to a SQL query
(starting with the line NATIVE) to be evaluated over the database, together with a post-processing step
(starting with the line CONSTRUCT) to construct the SPARQL answers. The SQL query is a union of
5 subqueries, and each subquery is a join of two tables. We remark that the generated SQL query is
actually optimal in the sense that its structure is very close to the one produced by human experts.
Hence, compared with the SPARQL counterpart, the SQL query is much more difficult to understand
and to write manually.
Task 2: “Get all the sensors, their locations, and observations on 1 January 2017.” This is done by
one more click using the time selection function in the interface. The corresponding SPARQL query
and its graphical representation are:
SELECT * WHERE {
? s a sosa : Sensor .
? s sosa : isHostedBy ? p .
? p geo : defaultGeometry ? g .
? g geo : asWKT ? wkt ~.
? s sosa : madeObservation ? o .
? o sosa : hasSimpleResult ? v .
? o sosa : resultTime ? t .
FILTER (? t = ’2017 -01 -01 ’^^ xsd : date )

The generated SQL query, which we do not include here for space reasons, has a similar structure
as the one for Task 1, but projects more columns and uses more filter conditions for the selected
time period.
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CONSTRUCT [s , p , g , wkt ] [
p / RDF ( DB_IDX_5 ( v0 , http :// ex . org / suedtirol # weather_station /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code1m1 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # traffic_station /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code3m2 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # weather_station /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code7m3 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # weather_station /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code11m4 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # traffic_station /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code15m5 ))) , IRI ) ,
wkt / RDF ( v1 , http :// www . opengis . net / ont / geosparql # wktLiteral ) ,
s / RDF ( DB_IDX_5 ( v0 , http :// ex . org / suedtirol # m a x _ te mp er atu re _s en sor /{}/ maxTemperature ( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code1m1 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # t r a f f i c _ v o l u m e _ s e n s o r /{}/ dailyTrafficVolume ( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code3m2 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # m i n _ t e m p e r a t u r e _ s e n s o r /{}/ minTemperature ( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code7m3 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # p r e c i p i t a t i o n _ s e n s o r /{}/ precipitation ( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code11m4 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # t r a f f i c _ s p e e d _ s e n s o r /{}/ dailyTrafficSpeed ( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code15m5 ))) , IRI ) ,
g / RDF ( DB_IDX_5 ( v0 , http :// ex . org / suedtirol # w e a ther_station_geom /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code1m1 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # t r a f f i c _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code3m2 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # w e a t h e r _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code7m3 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # w e a t h e r _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code11m4 )) ,
http :// ex . org / suedtirol # t r a f f i c _ s t a t i o n _ g e o m /{}( VARCHARToTEXT ( station_code15m5 ))) , IRI )]

NATIVE [ station_code11m4 , station_code15m5 , station_code1m1 , station_code3m2 , station_code7m3 , v0 , v1 ]
SELECT v26 . " station_code11m4 " AS " station_code11m4 " , v26 . " station_code15m5 " AS " station_code15m5 " ,
v26 . " station_code1m1 " AS " station_code1m1 " , v26 . " station_code3m2 " AS " station_code3m2 " ,
v26 . " station_code7m3 " AS " station_code7m3 " , v26 . " v0 " AS " v0 " , v26 . " v1 " AS " v1 "
FROM ( SELECT CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code11m4 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code15m5 " ,
v4 . " station_code1m1 " AS " station_code1m1 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code3m2 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code7m3 " , 0 AS " v0 " , CAST ( ST_ASTEXT ( v4 . " geom4m20 " ) AS TEXT ) AS " v1 "
FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT v2 . " geom " AS " geom4m20 " , v1 . " station_code " AS " station_code1m1 "
FROM " meteo_me as ur em en ts " v1 , " meteo_stations " v2
WHERE ( v2 . " geom " IS NOT NULL AND v1 . " station_code " = v2 . " scode " )
) v4
UNION ALL
SELECT CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code11m4 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code15m5 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code1m1 " , v9 . " station_code3m2 " AS " station_code3m2 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code7m3 " , 1 AS " v0 " , CAST ( ST_ASTEXT ( v9 . " geom4m20 " ) AS TEXT ) AS " v1 "
FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT v7 . " geom " AS " geom4m20 " , v6 . " station_code " AS " station_code3m2 "
FROM " traffic_volume " v6 , " traffic_counters " v7
WHERE ( v7 . " geom " IS NOT NULL AND v6 . " station_code " = v7 . " trst_inter " )
) v9
UNION ALL
SELECT CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code11m4 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code15m5 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code1m1 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code3m2 " ,
v14 . " station_code7m3 " AS " station_code7m3 " , 2 AS " v0 " , CAST ( ST_ASTEXT ( v14 . " geom4m20 " ) AS TEXT ) AS " v1 "
FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT v12 . " geom " AS " geom4m20 " , v11 . " station_code " AS " station_code7m3 "
FROM " meteo_me as ur em en ts " v11 , " meteo_stations " v12
WHERE ( v12 . " geom " IS NOT NULL AND v11 . " station_code " = v12 . " scode " )
) v14
UNION ALL
SELECT v19 . " station_code11m4 " AS " station_code11m4 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code15m5 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code1m1 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code3m2 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code7m3 " , 3 AS " v0 " , CAST ( ST_ASTEXT ( v19 . " geom4m20 " ) AS TEXT ) AS " v1 "
FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT v17 . " geom " AS " geom4m20 " , v16 . " station_code " AS " station_code11m4 "
FROM " meteo_me as ur em en ts " v16 , " meteo_stations " v17
WHERE ( v17 . " geom " IS NOT NULL AND v16 . " station_code " = v17 . " scode " )
) v19
UNION ALL
SELECT CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code11m4 " , v24 . " station_code15m5 " AS " station_code15m5 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code1m1 " , CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code3m2 " ,
CAST ( NULL AS VARCHAR ) AS " station_code7m3 " , 4 AS " v0 " , CAST ( ST_ASTEXT ( v24 . " geom4m20 " ) AS TEXT ) AS " v1 "
FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT v22 . " geom " AS " geom4m20 " , v21 . " station_code " AS " station_code15m5 "
FROM " traffic_speed " v21 , " traffic_counters " v22
WHERE ( v22 . " geom " IS NOT NULL AND v21 . " station_code " = v22 . " trst_inter " )
) v24
) v26

Figure 13. SQL translation of the SPARQL query for Task 1.

Task 3: “Get all the sensors, their locations, and observations in the municipality of Bolzano on
1 January 2017.” This is done by one more click on the map over the municipality of “Bolzano” in
the interface. Compared with the SQL query generated for Task 2, now each sub-query needs to join
with another table of the municipality using a spatial filter. For space reasons, we do not include the
generated query here, and just observe that the gap between the SPARQL query and the SQL query
becomes even more significant than in the previous tasks.
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SELECT * WHERE {
? s a sosa : Sensor .
? s sosa : isHostedBy ? p .
? p rdfs : label ? pName .
? p geo : defaultGeometry ? g .
? g geo : asWKT ? pWkt ~.
? s sosa : madeObservation ? o .
? o sosa : observedProperty ? prop .
? o sosa : hasSimpleResult ? v .
? o sosa : resultTime ? t .
FILTER (? t = ’2017 -01 -01 ’^^ xsd : date )
? m a : Municipality .
? m rdfs : label ’ Bolzano ’ @it .
? p geo : within ? m .
}

Overall, this evaluation shows that (1) to collect information for analysis, the user interface can
generate SPARQL queries that are easy to understand; (2) the corresponding SQL query is much more
involved, and would be difficult to write and understand by a human expert. This confirms that our
approach can effectively support users to get information for performing their analysis tasks.
4.5.2. Feedback
The GOdIVA framework was first presented at the 9th Workshop of “Computer Science Research Meets
Business” on GIS and Location-based Services, held on 23 November 2017 (https://www.unibz.it/en/
events/126513), organized by the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano (unibz). Among the attendants,
were (1) Südtiroler Informatik AG (SIAG) (https://www.siag.it/de/home/), who is managing the
OpenDataPortal, (2) ASTAT, who is in charge of the local traffic data, (3) NOI Techpark (https://noi.
bz.it/en/), a local service provider for companies, and (4) R3 GIS (https://www.r3-gis.com/en/),
an SME specialized in the development of GIS technology. The feedback from the attendants was
very positive and they showed strong interest in adopting this approach to integrate and analyze their
data sources. They were particularly happy to see that data coming from different providers and in
different formats could be integrated and visualized. Since then, several follow-up meetings, including
dedicated demos and a hackthon to play with further data sources, were held with these stakeholders,
with the aim of defining concrete collaborations. In the end, these activities have directly triggered two
large industrial projects on geodata integration and analysis, where the GOdIVA framework is used as
the core technology.
•

•

IDEE: Data Integration for Energy Efficiency (https://ideenergy.eu/) is a 3-year project supported
by European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The aim of the IDEE project is to develop a
technological infrastructure based on semantic technologies for the integration of data concerning
buildings, with an emphasis on the energy related data, and to provide techniques and tools for
the visualization and analysis of such data. The consortium consists of unibz (geodata integration
solution provider), Alperia (energy consumption data provider), and R3 GIS (GIS infrastructure
provider), and has the city of Merano as the main use-case partner providing both requirements
and data about the city.
Open Data Hub-Virtual Knowledge Graph is a joint project between NOI techpark and Ontopic
(http://ontopic.biz/) to extend the South Tyrolean OpenDataHub (https://opendatahub.bz.
it/) with a Knowledge Graph interface (https://sparql.opendatahub.bz.it/). The first phase
to integrate tourism data (e.g., about hotels and events) is already completed, and a second
phase with the aim of integrating traffic data has started. In addition, following the principle
of GOdIVA, we have created a Web Component (https://webcomponents.opendatahub.bz.it/
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webcomponent/567cb2e2-3e5d-421a-bf85-b8ecc500aab9), which can be embedded into any web
page like a standard HTML tag, to visualize SPARQL query results in different ways, including
customized maps.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we discussed several challenges in integrating and analyzing heterogeneous
geospatial data. We address these challenges by proposing a framework, called GOdIVA, uniting
the two well-established research areas of ontology-based data integration and geovisual analytics,
by placing an ontology at the center. In GOdIVA, the ontology-based integration module aims at
providing an interoperable and manageable geodata infrastructure for heterogeneous data sources,
whereas the geovisual analytics module exploits the structure of the ontology and delivers diverse but
easily comprehensible visual expressions for understanding and exploration. To test our approach,
we implemented a web-based visual analytical system, and used heterogeneous sensor observations
collected in the province of South Tyrol, Italy as test data. A preliminary evaluation has been
conducted and two follow-up industrial projects were briefly presented. The experiment confirmed our
hypothesis that GOdIVA framework is feasible for the exploration and understanding heterogeneous
geospatial data.
Future Work. In this paper, we used historical sensor data for one year as a demonstration. We plan
to investigate longer-term time series data for further spatiotemporal analysis to discover long-term
trends and periodic patterns. We will also include data from other domains into our study. Moreover,
we consider processing real-time sensor data streams in our future work.
For the purpose of interoperability, we have used several standard ontologies. In the future,
we plan to adopt more standards, in particular, we are interested in QB4ST (https://www.w3.org/TR/
qb4st/) from Spatial Data on the Web Working Group, an extension of the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary
(https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/) for spatiotemporal components. Another promising
direction is to integrate cityGML data for digital 3D models of cities and landscapes [79]. The semantics
of the SPARQL query [80] to support the mapping can be further explored construction, making sure
the we get desired answers.
Regarding the GeoVA module, there are several aspects we can improve. First, we will enrich the
data access view so that it can be generated following the common access patterns of the ontology,
and users can combine these patterns to form more complex queries. For example, information
dashboard design strategies can be adopted to improve the visual interface [81]. In addition, we will
propose more appropriate visualization techniques, e.g., by incorporating scientific visualization and
thematic mappings techniques to achieve synergetic effects [75]. Currently, we implemented some
aggregation and correlation coefficient functionalities for demonstration purposes. Further spatial
statistics and machine learning algorithms will be integrated for spatiotemporal analysis. Overall,
we will provide additional functionalities to automatically generate substantial parts of the user
interface, we will provide more analysis functions, and overall we will make the GeoVA module more
user friendly.
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